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The common classification of twinning into the four categories of twinning by merohedry (complete and exact overlap of the lattices of the twinned crystals), pseudomerohedry (complete but approximate overlap), reticular merohedry (partial but exact overlap) and reticular pseudomerohedry (partial and approximate overlap) is revised in terms of the complete (translational and point) lattice symmetry of the twin and of the individual. The new category of reticular polyholohedry is introduced for twins where the twin lattice has the same point symmetry but a different orientation of the individual lattice. It is shown that the degeneration to twin index 1 relates, in a parallel way, reticular merohedry to metric merohedry and reticular polyholohedry to syngonic merohedry. Some examples from the recent literature are analysed in terms of this revised classification.

1. Introduction

Twinned crystals are often considered an obstacle to the solution and refinement of crystal structures, and the tendency towards entrusting their treatment to black-box software packages is increasing. Besides the risks connected to an uncritical acceptance of the solution provided by the machine, one of the consequences of this trend is the increasing unawareness by some users of the symmetry and lattice peculiarities of twins, without which a real comprehension of the phenomenon of twinning is impossible.

Twins are such particular ‘crystallographic objects’ that J. D. H. Donnay called geminography the branch of crystallography dealing with twinning (Nespolo & Ferraris, 2003). A twin is an oriented association of individual crystals of the same chemical and crystallographic species. The individuals in a twin are related by one or more geometrical laws (the twin laws) expressed through the point symmetry of the twin versus the point symmetry of the individual. The twin element (twin centre, twin axis, twin plane) is the geometric element about which twin operations (operations relating different individuals) are performed.¹

¹Twins are heterogeneous edifices formed by two or more homogeneous structurally three-periodic individuals (modules) related by a point-group operation. Consequently, the twin itself does not possess a homogeneous crystal structure. Homogeneous edifices built by structurally less-than-three-periodic modules are termed cell twins: the cell-twin operation may have a translational component (Takéuchi, 1997; Ferraris et al., 2004).

The complete geminographical analysis of a twinned crystal should take into account three aspects:

1. the symmetry relations in direct space relating the individuals, the individual lattice and the twin lattice;
2. the symmetry relations in reciprocal space and the effect of twinning on the diffraction pattern (Buerger, 1954, later republished in Buerger, 1962; Ferraris et al., 2004);
3. the morphology of the twin, as it appears in its forms (see, for example, Shafranovskii, 1973).

In this article, we deal with the first aspect, extending some of the classical categories introduced long ago and described in standard textbooks of crystallography.

Donnay & Donnay (1974) classified twinning in two categories: TLS (twin lattice symmetry) and TLQ5 (twin lattice quasisymmetry) on the basis of the value of the obliquity ω, which is the angle measuring the metrical symmetry deviation of the crystal lattice with respect to the twin lattice. A plane that is a (pseudo)symmetry plane for the lattice has a lattice row (quasi)perpendicular, which is a (pseudo)symmetry axis for the lattice. The obliquity ω is the complement to 90° of the angle between these (pseudo)symmetry axis and plane; it is zero for TLS and non-zero for TLQS. In the diffraction pattern, TLS and TLQS differ by the absence or presence of split reflections, respectively (see Koch, 1992).

Well before, the so-called ‘French school’ (see Friedel, 1904, 1926) had introduced a finer classification into the four cate-
categories of twinning by merohedry (complete and exact overlap of the lattices of the twinned crystals), pseudomerohedry (complete but approximate overlap), reticular merohedry (partial but exact overlap) and reticular pseudomerohedry (partial and approximate overlap). An alternative classification, based on the morphological – rather than reticular – (pseudo)symmetry elements was introduced by the so-called ‘German school’ (see Hahn & Klapper, 2003).

Buerger (1945) also discussed the influence of the structure on twinning and reinforced the concept of necessary conditions for twinning by adding the occurrence of structure (pseudo)symmetry besides that of reticular (pseudo)symmetry. Actually, a possible existence of ‘sufficient’ conditions for twinning appears contradicted by at least one fact: in the same batch of crystallization, the same compound may give at the same time twinned and untwinned crystals. The structural conditions added by Buerger for the occurrence of a given twin are thus themselves necessary but this necessity has a wider meaning than Friedel’s reticular conditions. However, whereas the reticular conditions can be foreseen in a very general and simple way from the metric of the lattice, the structure must be already known in order to determine the structural conditions. In this paper, we apply Friedel’s lattice treatment and introduce some generalizations that depend on the metric of the lattice only.

2. Symmetry classification of twinning in terms of the lattice point group and translation group

2.1. Definitions

We call ‘individual’ an untwinned crystal and denote by the subscript I all the related variables. The corresponding quantities for a twin are indicated by the subscript T. The vector lattices of the individual and of the twin are thus \( \textbf{L}_I \) and \( \textbf{L}_T \).

The twin index \( n_T \) is the ratio of the number of lattice nodes of the individual to the number of nodes restored, exactly or approximately, by the twin operation (Friedel, 1904, 1926). It can be easily computed once the cells of \( \textbf{L}_I \) and \( \textbf{L}_T \) are known. Let \( m_T \) and \( m_I \) be the multiplicities of the unit cells of \( \textbf{L}_I \) and \( \textbf{L}_T \), respectively; the value of \( m \) is 1 for \( P \) and \( R \), 2 for \( S \) (one face centred) and \( I \), 4 for \( F \) lattices. Let \( O(T_T) \) and \( O(T_I) \) be the (infinite) order of the group of translation [the group formed by the translation vectors of the lattice (Wondratschek, 2002)] of the twin \( (T_T) \) and of the individual \( (T_I) \). Let \( V_T \) and \( V_I \) be the volumes of the unit cells of \( \textbf{L}_T \) and \( \textbf{L}_I \), respectively. Let \( v_T \) be the number of nodes of \( \textbf{L}_I \) in the cell of \( \textbf{L}_T \). Then the following equivalences hold:

\[
\frac{O(T_T)}{O(T_I)} \times \frac{m_T}{m_I} = \frac{V_T}{V_I} = \frac{v_T}{m_T}. \tag{1}
\]

Let \( \mathcal{H} \) be the (vector) point group of the individual, and \( D \) the holohedral supergroup of \( \mathcal{H} \) if \( \mathcal{H} \) is already holohedral, then \( D \supseteq \mathcal{H} \). The point symmetry of \( \textbf{L}_I \), \( D(\textbf{L}_I) \), is always holohedral. Normally, \( D = D(\textbf{L}) \), but when the crystal has accidentally a specialized higher metric, then \( D(\textbf{L}) \) is a supergroup of \( D \): non-specialized metric: \( D(\textbf{L}) = D \supseteq \mathcal{H} \) \hspace{1cm} \text{(2a)}

specialized higher metric: \( D(\textbf{L}) = D \supseteq \mathcal{H} \). \hspace{1cm} \text{(2b)}

\( D(\textbf{L}) \) and \( D \) can be decomposed in cosets (cf. Giacovazzo, 2002a)

\[
D(\textbf{L}) = \mathcal{D} \cup \mathcal{C}_D^0 \cup \mathcal{C}_D^1 \cup \ldots \cup \mathcal{C}_D^{n_D-1} \hspace{1cm} \text{(3a)}
\]

\[
D = \mathcal{G} \cup \mathcal{G}^H_1 \cup \mathcal{G}^H_2 \cup \ldots \cup \mathcal{G}^H_{n_H-1}, \hspace{1cm} \text{(3b)}
\]

where \( \mathcal{C}_D^n \) and \( \mathcal{G}^H_i \) are the cosets, \( n \) and \( n' \) the indices of \( D(\textbf{L}) \) in \( D \) and of \( D \) in \( \mathcal{H} \), respectively. Without an accidentally specialized metric, \( n = 1 \) and (3a) reduces to (2a). When \( \mathcal{H} \) is holohedral, \( n' = 1 \).

Friedel’s geometrical crystallography was based on the lattice symmetry, but his classification of twinning took into account only the point symmetry of lattices. To describe some special cases in the general framework of Friedel’s classification (Friedel, 1904, 1926), we need to consider also the translational symmetry.

The coordinate systems of the individual and of the twin are related by a transformation matrix \( \textbf{P} \) that implies, in general, a change of the basis vectors:

\[
\langle abc \rangle_I \textbf{P} = \langle abc \rangle_T. \hspace{1cm} \text{(4)}
\]

\( \textbf{P} \) can be decomposed into the product of a rotation \( \textbf{R}_u(\psi) \) by \( \varphi \) around a rational direction \( \textbf{u} \) in \( \langle abc \rangle_I \) and a metric expansion \( \textbf{X} \) (lattice thinning):

\[
\textbf{P} = \textbf{R}_u(\psi) \textbf{X}. \hspace{1cm} \text{(5)}
\]

Let us indicate by \( \mathbf{W} \) the matrix representation of a symmetry operation for \( \textbf{L}_I \), and by \( \textbf{W}_T \) the matrix representing the twin operation. TLS twinning can thus be classified as follows.

2.1.1. \( T_T \subset T_I \) and \( D(\textbf{L})_T \neq D(\textbf{L})_I \). This case corresponds to reticular merohedry in Friedel’s (1904, 1926) classification. Actually, Friedel (1926, p. 30) restricted this category to the case in which the unit cell of \( \textbf{L}_T \) has a symmetry higher than that of \( \textbf{L}_I \) [\( T_T \subset T_I \) and \( D(\textbf{L}_T)_T \supset D(\textbf{L}_I)_I \)]. Friedel, indeed, discussed cases of reticular merohedry in which \( D(\textbf{L}_T)_T \supset D(\textbf{L}_I)_I \) (holohedral point group of the twin lower than the holohedral point group of the individual), for example in the case of twins of \( \beta \)-quartz (Friedel, 1923), but in his classification he apparently overlooked these cases. The condition \( T_T \subset T_I \) and \( D(\textbf{L}_T)_T \supset D(\textbf{L}_I)_I \) is verified in the case of twins with parallel axes, but not necessarily for twins with inclined axes. In the latter case, in fact, the twin point group is a supergroup no longer of the point group of the individual but of the intersection group of the individuals in their respective orientations (Nespolo, 2004).

Hahn & Klapper (2003) chose to extend the definition of reticular merohedry in terms of the \( T_T \subset T_I \) relation only, speaking thus of ‘merohedry of translation groups (lattices)’. We substantially agree with the concept of ‘merohedry of translation groups’, but recommend treating separately the special case of identical point groups of lattices, as discussed in §2.1.2.

Twinning by reticular merohedry can be classified on the basis of \( \mathbf{R} \) and \( \textbf{X} \) in equation (5).
(i) $R_a(\phi) \neq W, X \neq I$ ($n$ integer $>1$; $I$ is the identity matrix). $L_1$ and $L_T$ have different orientation and different metric.

(ii) $R_a(\phi) = W, X \neq nI$ (integer $>1$). $L_1$ and $L_T$ have the same orientation but different metric.

$D(L)_T$ can be decomposed into cosets in terms of $D(L)_I$:

$$D(L)_T = D(L)_I \cup c'_1 \cup c'_2 \cup \ldots \cup c'_n$$

(6)

the twin operation belongs to one of the cosets: $W_T \in c'_j, j > 0$. All the operations in one coset are equivalent under the action of the symmetry operations of $D(L)_I$ and any of them can be taken as representative of the coset. When one of these operations uniquely explains the morphology developed by the twin, it is known as representative (twin) operation of the coset (Nespolo & Ferraris, 2000).

Example. Rhombohedral crystals, as well as cubic crystals with $I$- or $F$-centred cells, often show the so-called ‘obverse/reverse’ twinning. A lattice of type $hR, cl$ or $cF$ has an $hP$ sublattice, and the symmetry elements of this sublattice, which are not symmetry elements for the whole lattice, may act as twin elements. The term ‘obverse/reverse twinning’ must be discouraged in our opinion. It comes from the fact that as an independent twin operation one can always take the twofold component of the sixfold axis for the twin lattice: applied to the rhombohedral lattice (or the rhombohedral component of the $cl$ or $cF$ lattice), it corresponds to changing the rhombohedral cell from the obverse setting to the reverse setting, or vice versa. This twinning is often described as a ‘special kind of twinning’ but it is actually a classical twinning by reticular merohedry: the only ‘special’ feature is that for an $hR$ lattice there always exists a corresponding $hP$ sublattice. In terms of lattice and point symmetry, it corresponds to: $T_T \subset T_I$.

$$D(L)_T = \frac{6}{mmm} \supset D(L)_I = \frac{3}{m}$$

2.1.2. $T_T \subset T_I$ but $D(L)_T = D(L)_I$. This case corresponds to $R_a(\phi) \neq W, X = nI$ (integer $>1$). Each symmetry element for $L_T$ differently oriented from the corresponding elements in $L_1$ can act as twin element. As mentioned above, this case does not rigorously enter into Friedel’s classification because there is no relation of merohedry between the $L_T$ and the $L_I$. For this reason, we introduce (Ferraris & Nespolo, 2003; Ferraris et al., 2004) the term reticular polyholohedry\(^2\) to indicate the presence of the same holohedry in the lattice of the individual and in differently oriented sublattice(s). Of course, pseudo-holohedry is possible as well; see the examples in §3.5.

2.1.3. $T_T = T_I$ and $D(L)_T = D(L)_I$. This case implies $R_a(\phi) = W, X = I$. $L_1$ and $L_T$ have the same orientation and the same metric, i.e. they coincide. Twinning can only be by merohedry, according to Friedel’s classification. It is further subdivided depending on whether $D(L)$ coincides with $D$ or is a subgroup of it. Until recently (Nespolo & Ferraris, 2000), the following three cases were not clearly recognized as distinct but treated comprehensively as ‘merohedry’.

1. The lattice does not have an accidentally specialized higher metric and the twin operation belongs to one of the cosets in equation (3b): $W_T \in C_i^j, j > 0$. In other words, the twin operation belongs to $D$, the holohedral point symmetry of the crystal. This is the most common case of twinning by merohedry, which is now termed twinning by syngonic merohedry (Nespolo & Ferraris, 2000).

2. The lattice has an accidentally specialized higher metric and the point group of the crystal is holohedral ($D = H$). $H$ is however merohedral with respect to the point group of the lattice $[D(L) \supset D = H]$. The twin operation belongs to the point symmetry of the lattice, $D(L)$, but not to the holohedral point symmetry of the crystal, $D = H$. $W_T \in C_i^j, j > 0$ [equation (3a)]. This type of merohedry, and the corresponding twinning, is now termed metric merohedry\(^3\) (Nespolo & Ferraris, 2000).

3. The lattice has an accidentally specialized higher metric but the point group of the crystal is not holohedral ($D \supset H$). The crystal is thus doubly merohedral: with respect to $D$ (syngonic merohedry) and with respect to $D(L)$ (metric merohedry). Depending on whether the twin operation corresponds to equation (3a) or (3b), twinning is by metric or by syngonic merohedry. The two types of twinning can coexist.

With respect to the effect of twinning on the diffraction intensities, merohedric twins are divided into class I (the twin operation is equivalent to an inversion centre and the intensities from the individuals are equivalent under Friedel’s law), class IIA (twinning by syngonic merohedry with the twin law not equivalent to an inversion centre) and class IIB (twinning by metric merohedry) (Catti & Ferraris, 1976; Nespolo & Ferraris, 2000).

Example. A monoclinic holohedral crystal ($H = 2$) with $\beta = 90^\circ$ is syngonically merohedral with respect to the monoclinic holohedry ($D = 2/m$) but metrical merohedral with respect to its lattice $[D(L) = mmm]$. The individual may undergo twinning by syngonic merohedry with respect to $D$, the twin point group being $2/m$ [about symbols of twin point groups, see Curien & Le Corre (1958) and Nespolo (2004)]. It may however undergo twinning by metric merohedry with respect to $D(L)$, the twin point group being either $222'$ or $m'm'$. In this case, the monoclinic hemihedrial individual is twinned with respect to the orthorhombic hemihedry but not to the monoclinic holohedry (point groups of the same order). It may finally undergo twinning with respect to the orthorhombic holohedry: in this case, both types of twinning are present simultaneously, because twinning by syngonic merohedry with respect to the monoclinic holohedry is part of the total twinning. As a result, two independent twin elements are active, which originate a four-individual twin, the twin point group being $2'/m'/2'/m'$.\(^3\)

2.1.4. Generalized classification of twinning. On the basis of the above discussion, the correspondences in Table 1 are immediately established. The metric merohedry corresponds

---

\(^2\) Fierz et al. (1904), p. 143; 1926, pp. 56–57) had essentially denied the possibility of the occurrence of metric merohedry, which he termed ‘higher-order merohedry’ (méridée d’ordre supérieur), as either unlikely or equivalent to a pseudomerohedry of low obliquity. Nowadays, several examples of true metric merohedry (within experimental error) are known, and after the first one officially reported (Ferraris et al., 2001), older examples have been reclassified in this category (see also §3.2).
to the degeneration of reticular merohedry to $n_T = 1$ and $T_T = T_I$. In fact, because $L_T$ and $L_I$ coincide, the point group–subgroup relation is transferred from $D(L)_T$ versus $D(L)_I$ in the case of reticular merohedry, and to $D(L)$ versus $D$ in the case of metric merohedry. In the same way, the syngonic merohedry corresponds to the degeneration of reticular polyholohedry to $n_T = 1$ and $T_T = T_I$. In fact, because $L_T$ and $L_I$ coincide, the point-group equivalence is transferred from $D(L)_T$ versus $D(L)_I$, in the case of reticular polyholohedry to $D(L)$ versus $D$ in the case of syngonic merohedry.

2.2. The number of individuals

The number of individuals in a twin is determined by the number of independent twin elements (i.e. twin elements that are not equivalent under the point symmetry of the individual) and by the order of each of these elements. The action of non-independent twin elements does not produce further individuals: although obvious, this fact is sometimes overlooked (e.g. Takano, 1972). Because each individual is (formally) generated by the action of a point-group operation, each individual has a different orientation. One may object that in polysynthetic twins, which can be represented with the scheme $ABABAB\ldots$ (for a binary case; extension to a higher number of individuals is trivial), this is no longer true. Polysynthetic twins actually consist of parallel repeated intergrowths and the individuals with the same orientation are simply parallel twin elements (for the individual: reticular merohedry) or other examples.

If $n_E$ is the number of independent twin elements (twin degree: Nespolo, 2004), $O_T^j$ the global order of the $j$th twin element, and $O_T$ the order of the same element as symmetry element for the individuals, the number of individuals (with different orientation, as explained above) $n_I$ is:

$$n_I = \prod_{j=1}^{n_E} O_T^j / O_3.$$  

Obviously, $O_3^j = 1$ for binary and ternary twin elements, whereas $O_3 \geq 1$ for quaternary and senary twin elements, depending on whether a component (2 of 4; 2 or 3 of 6) of the same element acts as symmetry element (for the individual: merohedry; for the individual lattice: reticular merohedry) or not. For example, a monoclinic crystal with a hexagonal sublattice may give a second-degree twin (two independent twin elements) where the first independent twin element is a sixfold axis parallel to the twofold monoclinic axis ($O_3^2/O_2^1 = 6/2 = 3$) and the second independent twin element is a twofold axis perpendicular to the sixfold axis ($O_3^2/O_2^2 = 2/1 = 2$). The number of individuals is thus $O_3^2/O_2^2(O_3^2/O_2^2) = 3 \times 2 = 6$.

2.3. Peculiarities of the twin lattice quasipositions (TLQS)

In the case of TLSs, the twin lattice is defined by the subset of nodes corresponding to the exact superposition of the lattices of the individuals. When the obliquity is non-zero, this definition no longer applies rigorously because the superposition is only approximated. The twin lattice in this case is uniquely defined by the action of the $D(L)_T$ point group on the lattice of any of the individuals, and corresponds to the degeneration to zero obliquity of the imperfect superposition of the individual lattices. One of the consequences is the well known fact that corresponding twin rotation and reflection operations in centrosymmetric crystals, which are equivalent in the case of TLSs, are no longer equivalent in the case of TLQS. They are called ‘reciprocal twins’ (MuÈgge, 1898) or ‘corresponding twins’ (Friedel, 1904, 1926).

TLQS twinning is subdivided into reticular pseudomerohedry (twin index $n_T > 1$) and pseudomerohedry ($n_T = 1$). The degeneration of reticular pseudomerohedry to $\omega = 0$ corresponds quite obviously either to the reticular merohedry, if $D(L)_T \neq D(L)_I$, or to the reticular polyholohedry, if $D(L)_T = D(L)_I$, whereas the degeneration of pseudomerohedry to $\omega = 0$ corresponds to the metric merohedry.

Very low values of $\omega$ make it difficult to distinguish between pseudomerohedry and metric merohedry, and between reticular pseudomerohedry and reticular merohedry.

3. Geminographical analysis of examples from the literature

Multiple twinning – where more than two individuals are related by the twin element(s) – pseudosymmetries and accidental lattice metric symmetries are often described without reference to the classical (Friedel, Donnay) nomenclature discussed in this paper. In this section, we revisit some examples of discordant nomenclature that have recently appeared in the literature. A systematic analysis, which is outside the scope of this article, would certainly reveal several other examples.

3.1. Twinning by pseudomerohedry

Twinning in the technologically important perovskites is particularly troublesome because of the lowering of the ideal cubic symmetry that often occurs (cf. Ferraris et al., 2004). Among several others, we refer to the paper by Arakcheeva et al. (1997) that describes twinning in natural orthorhombic perovskite CaTiO$_3$ (a = 5.378, b = 5.444, c = 7.637 Å, Pbnnm) and also take the opportunity of correcting some basic mistakes. Twinning is by reticular pseudomerohedry, twin index 2, the twin lattice being pseudocubic (the covariant transformation matrix is 011/011/010). The authors identified four individuals but incorrectly described the twin laws. In fact, they gave two twin laws, [112] and [010] (orthorhombic
reference); all planes correspond to diagonal planes [110] in the cubic sublattice. However, the (010) plane is a symmetry plane for the individual, which is holohedral: this plane cannot thus act as twin plane. The other two planes the authors apply are (101) and (110) (cubic reference), which are equivalent in the crystal because they belong to the [112] form, and produce thus only a first pair of individuals. The authors mention ‘conjugate twins’ (a further non-standard expression for corresponding twins), which may explain the second pair of individuals (assuming these were really present). This pair was most probably obtained by the action of the (112) twin axis, which corresponds to the (110) twofold axis of the cubic lattice: twin axis and twin plane are not mutually perpendicular in the individual lattice and thus their effects are different even if the individual is centrosymmetric.

3.2. Twinning by metric merohedry

3.2.1. C₁₉H₂₃LiN₃Tl. Herbst-Irmer & Sheldrick (1998) interpreted as ‘twin by pseudomerohedry’ the twin found in monoclinic $P2_1/c$, $C_{19}H_{23}LiN_3Tl$ ($a = 13.390, b = 25.604, c = 13.390 \AA, \beta = 112.39^\circ$). These authors, followed by Giacovazzo (2002), noted that the $mp$ lattice admits an $os$ cell ($a = 14.900, b = 22.252, c = 25.604 \AA$) and interpreted the twin as originated by [010] twinning (orthorhombic reference). On the basis of the analysis presented above, this example should be more properly described as follows. The structure is monoclinic, but its lattice is orthorhombic: the $os$ cell is in fact nothing else than the conventional cell of the orthorhombic lattice, of which the $mp$ cell represents the primitive cell (note $a = c$). The twin element is the (010) plane [(101) in the $mp$ reference], which belongs to the lattice of the individual. It is thus obvious that $T_T = T_1, D(L)_{(110)} = mmm, D = \bar{H} = 2/m$: twinning is by metric merohedry. The same unrecognized type of twin occurs in the opioid peptide reported by Flieppen-Anderson et al. (2001) and in caffeine (Krivovichev et al., 2003). The latter case is quite subtle because the metrically orthorhombic C-centred cell ($a = 4.944, b = 31.435, c = 12.109 \AA$), which is obtained from the monoclinic one published by the authors ($a = 4.944, b = 12.109, c = 15.911 \AA, \beta = 98.94^\circ$; $P2_1/n$) via the transformation $100/102/010$, has a very obtuse primitive monoclinic cell ($a = c = 15.91, b = 12.109 \AA, \beta = 162.13^\circ$). Unfortunately, the usual crystallographic software that explores for sub- and supercells ignores such obtuse cells.

3.2.2. (p⁴-Cyclooctatetraenyl)hydrotris(pyrazolyl)borato-titan(III). The twinning in the title compound, presented by Herbst-Irmer & Sheldrick (1998) as example 2 of twinning by pseudomerohedry, is actually by metric merohedry. In fact, the $mC$ cell ($a = 10.220, b = 11.083, c = 7.538 \AA, \beta = 96.85^\circ$, $Cm$) has a metrically $hR$ primitive cell with $a = 7.538 \AA$ and $\alpha = 94.64^\circ$, and the twin element is $3[111]$ (rhombohedral indexing). Thus, $T_T = T_1, D(L)_{(110)} = \bar{3}m \supset D = 2/m \supset \bar{H} = m$.

3.3. Twinning by reticular merohedry

3.3.1. NaBa$_2$Mg$_2$F$_6$O$_6$ (M = Ni, Cu). Quarez et al. (2002) described twinning in NaBa$_2$Mg$_2$F$_6$O$_6$ (M = Ni, Cu) as ‘polysynthetic twinning’ with a ‘misleading C-centred orthorhombic false symmetry’. The crystal is orthorhombic, space-group type $Fmmm$, with a perfectly hexagonal mesh in the (001) plane ($a = 8.296, b = 14.369, c = 11.225 \AA$ for $M = Ni$; $a = 8.416, b = 14.577, c = 11.418 \AA$ for $M = Cu$; $a = a3^{1/2}$ in both cases). Based on this hexagonal mesh ($a = 8.296 \AA$), an $hP$ sublattice exists that corresponds to the twin lattice. The threefold component of the sixfold axis of this sublattice acts as twin element: $T_T \subset T_1, D(L)_{(110)} = 6/mmm \supset D(L)_{(110)}$ = $D = \bar{H} = mmm$: twinning is by reticular merohedry, twin index 2.

The twin is not at all ‘polysynthetic’, but simply a three-individual twin. The C-centred orthorhombic symmetry is neither ‘misleading’ nor ‘false’: it simply corresponds to one of the three orthohexagonal cells of the hexagonal sublattice ($a_0 = a_1$, $b_0 = 2b_1 + a_1$ or equivalent transformation; $b_0 = a_0^{31/2}$).

3.3.2. Temperature-dependent twinning in a fluorocyclohexane/thiourea inclusion compound. The low-temperature phase of a fluorocyclohexane/thiourea inclusion compound (Yeo et al., 2001) is monoclinic with orthorhombic metric symmetry ($a = 27.52, b = 15.718, c = 12.33 \AA, \beta = 90^\circ$, $P2_1/n$) and the high-temperature phase is rhombohedral $R3c$ ($a = 15.971, c = 12.495 \AA$, hexagonal axes). Both phases show twinning, which, for the rhombohedral phase, has been interpreted by using the ‘obverse/reverse’ formalism discussed in §2.1.1: $T_T \subset T_1, D(L)_{(110)} = 6/mmm \supset D(L)_{(110)} = 3m$. The twinning of the low-temperature phase is by metric merohedry: $T_T \equiv T_1, D(L)_{(110)} = mmm \supset D_1 = \bar{H} = 2/m$. However, the twin law has been introduced only via analogy with the high-temperature phase twinning.

3.4. Combined twinning

The multiple twinning observed in the hexagonal-related perovskite $S_6(\text{Ru}_{0.336}\text{Pt}_{0.664})\text{CuO}_6$ (Friese et al., 2003) has been explained by ‘a combination of rhombohedral obverse/reverse twinning plus the threefold axis from the trigonal system’. The twin matrices shown in Table 2 therein simply correspond to the $6_{(001)}^n$ ($1 \leq n \leq 5$) symmetry operations of the $hP$ lattice. As a matter of fact, the conventional $mc$ cell ($a = 9.294, b = 9.595, c = 6.679 \AA, \beta = 92.63^\circ$), given by the authors in Appendix A, is metrically rhombohedral (transformation 110/110/001), with $a = 6.679 \AA$ and $\alpha = 91.83^\circ$. The authors refined the structure in the unusual space-group setting $R12/c$, $a = b = 9.595, c = 11.193 \AA, \gamma = 120^\circ$. Therefore, they implicitly recognized that their compound belongs to the rhombohedral lattice system but to the monoclinic crystal system. Actually, this is an example of a twin that combines two types of twinning: metric merohedry and reticular merohedry. The lattice of the individual has an accidentally specialized metric, namely rhombohedral. Thus, $T_T = T_1, D(L) = 3m \supset D = \bar{H} = 2/m$. The threefold axis corresponds to a symmetry axis for $D(L)$ but not for $D$. The other twin element corresponds to reticular merohedry, $n_T = 3$. In fact, the twin lattice is $hP$, which is a sublattice of $hR$: $T_T \subset T_1, D(L)_{(110)} = 6/mmm \supset D(L)_{(110)} = 3m$. 
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3.5. Twinning by reticular (pseudo)polyholohedry

3.5.1. Melilite. Bindī et al. (2003) have reported a case of twinning in melilite that presents peculiar characteristics. The diffraction data of a melilite (Ca$_{1.70}$Si$_{0.06}$Na$_{0.28}$K$_{0.03}$)$\cdot$ (Mg$_{0.70}$Fe$^{2+}_{0.25}$Al$_{0.25}$Fe$^{3+}_{0.01}$)(Si$_{1.92}$Al$_{0.08}$)O$_7$ collected by an area-detector single-crystal diffractometer could be indexed only on the basis of a tetragonal supercell with $a_s = \frac{5}{12}a_b$, $c_s = c_b$, which is five times larger than the basic cell of melilite, $a_b = 7.775$, $c_b = 5.032$ Å. The supercell is oriented such that its (100) symmetry plane corresponds to the (120) plane of the basic cell and acts as twin plane. The authors, on the basis of the non-space-group absences and of the known basic cell, were able to interpret the diffraction pattern of the twin and classified it as a ‘non-merohedral’ twin (twin index 5), an ambiguous expression incorrectly used instead of ‘non-merohedric’ to indicate a twin by reticular (pseudo)merohedry (Nespolo & Ferraris, 2003).

In this case, both the twin lattice and the individual lattice are tetragonal, so that $T_1 \subset T_1$, $D(L)_1 = D(L) = 4/mmm$, $n_T = 5$. Therefore, this twin is by reticular polyholohedry, rather than by reticular merohedry. Another similar example occurs in Sm$_2$S$_3$ (Tamazyan et al., 2000).

3.5.2. Jonisite. Jonisite (Krivovichev & Armbruster, 2004) is monoclinic ($a = 8.694$, $b = 25.918$, $c = 8.694$ Å, $\beta = 104.75^\circ$, $P2_1/m$). Because $a = c$, the lattice of jonisite is metrically orthorhombic with a conventional $C$-centred cell whose parameters are $a = 10.618$, $b = 13.770$, $c = 25.918$ Å. Jonisite shows twinning by metric merohedry: $D(L) = mmm \supset D = \mathcal{H} = 2/m$, $C_{j01}$, $j > 0$ [equation (3a)]. Moreover, by the transformation $100/010/104$, a pseudo-orthorhombic subcell (obliquity $0.25^\circ$; $a = 8.694$, $b = 25.918$, $c = 33.633$ Å, $\beta = 89.75^\circ$) is obtained. The symmetry elements of this cell are differently oriented relative to those of the orthorhombic metric symmetry, thus twinning by reticular pseudopolyholohedry can be expected in jonisite: $T_1 \subset T_1$, $D(L)_1 = D(L)$, $\omega > 0$. Actually, not all atoms refine anisotropically in the published structure, which is a possible consequence of undetected further twinning.

Twinning by (pseudo)polyholohedry has necessarily a relatively high twin index and, even if present, the crystal structure can in principle be solved because the overlapped nodes are a small fraction of the individual lattice (1/5 in the melilite case).

4. Conclusions

The revised classification of twinning in terms of the complete lattice symmetry has led to the introduction of a new category, reticular polyholohedry, and to establish a self-consistent scheme relating the various types of twinning.

The examples discussed, all taken from the recent literature, have shown the need to improve the geminographical knowledge and awareness of the daily crystallographer, who is confronted with twinned crystals and sometimes ends up with imprecise descriptions of his samples, even when he succeeds in solving and refining the structure. Often, daily crystallographers are interested more in the refinement of the molecular structure rather than in the crystallographic aspects of their samples. Nevertheless, a more geminographically aware approach to the treatment of twinned crystals would undoubtedly be of advantage for a clear approach to the structure solution of these crystals.
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